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Abstract. A 32-channel time-resolved optical imaging device is de-
veloped at University College London to produce functional images of
the neonatal brain and the female breast. Reconstruction of images
using time-resolved measurements of transmitted light requires careful
calibration of the temporal characteristics of the measurement system.
Since they can often vary over a period of time, it is desirable to
evaluate these characteristics immediately after, or prior to, the acqui-
sition of image data. A calibration technique is investigated that is
based on the measurement of light back-reflected from the surface of
the object being imaged. This is facilitated by coupling each detector
channel with an individual source fiber. A Monte Carlo model is em-
ployed to investigate the influence of the optical properties of the
object on the back-reflected signal. The results of simulations indicate
that their influence may be small enough to be ignored in some cases,
or could be largely accounted for by a small adjustment to the cali-
brated data. The effectiveness of the method is briefly demonstrated
by imaging a solid object with tissue-equivalent optical properties.
© 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1528206]
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1 Introduction
The effort to develop medical imaging methods based on th
transmission of optical radiation is motivated by their poten-
tial to reveal functional information, such as tissue oxygen-
ation. The technique of imaging through several centimeter
of tissue, where transmitted light is overwhelmingly influ-
enced by scatter, has become known as optical tomograph
and various technologies and theoretical treatments are bein
applied to its practical realization.1,2 Some current optical to-
mography systems are based on straightforward measur
ments of transmitted intensity.3,4 However, the inability to
separate the effects of absorption from those of scatter,5 and
the overwhelming dependence of intensity on surface cou
pling, have led many investigators to develop instruments tha
perform measurements in the time6–10 or frequency11–13 do-
main. The former measure the temporal distribution of pho-
tons transmitted between points on the surface in response
illumination by an impulse of light, while the latter determine
the modulation amplitude and phase delay in response to a
intensity-modulated signal. Research groups are pursuin
various potential applications, with particular emphasis on
brain imaging and means of detecting breast disease.

At University College London~UCL!, a 32-channel time-
domain system has been constructed based on time-correlat
single-photon-counting~TCSPC! instrumentation. The sys-
tem, known as MONSTIR~multichannel optoelectronic
near-IR system for time-resolved image reconstruction!, is de-
scribed in detail by Schmidt et al.10 Briefly, the tissue is illu-
minated by a beam of picosecond pulses via a series of optic
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fibers, and transmitted light is collected simultaneously by
detector fiber bundles. These deliver the light to four 8-ano
microchannel-plate photomultiplier tubes~MCP-PMTs! via
32 variable optical attenuators~VOAs!, which ensure that the
intensity of detected light does not saturate or damage
MCP-PMTs. Each detected photon results in an electro
pulse whose arrival time is measured with respect to a la
generated reference signal, and histograms of photon fl
times ~the so-called temporal point spread functions,
TPSFs! are accumulated.

Our approach to image reconstruction is based on an
sumption that TPSFs measured between a finite set of po
on the surface contain sufficient information to reconstruct
internal distribution of scattering and absorbing properti
The reconstruction package known as TOAST~temporal op-
tical absorption and scattering tomography! determines the
parameters that describe an appropriate model of photon
gration within the object~known as the forward model! by
comparing its predictions with the measured data.14 The
model is then adjusted iteratively to minimize the differen
between the two.

To decrease computational complexity, TOAST does
utilize entire TPSFs for reconstruction. Instead, the forwa
model derives various data types, representing characteri
of the TPSF, directly. Consequently, preparing data for ima
reconstruction involves extracting these data types from
measured data, and supplying TOAST with the positions
each source and detector. It is essential to extract data t
from the measured TPSFs that are sufficiently free from s
tematic sources of noise and uncertainty to provide a g
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Hebden et al.
correspondence with those calculated by the forward mode
Despite careful design to optimize temporal stability and
minimize electrical interference, MONSTIR will always have
a finite impulse response, and certain sources of noise wi
remain. The inherent temporal characteristics of 32 detectin
channels of MONSTIR are not only different from each other,
but can vary over a period of time. The effect of this variabil-
ity can be largely eliminated by performing appropriate tem-
poral calibration measurements immediately before or afte
each data acquisition. The fixed, channel-dependent variatio
arises due to differences between the lengths and dispersio
properties of detector fiber bundles and electronic cables, an
between the pulse-sampling characteristics of electronic com
ponents. Similarly, differences in the lengths of source fibers
contribute toward a source-dependent offset in each TPS
measurement.

MONSTIR has been used to acquire images of a variety o
tissue-equivalent phantoms10,15–17 and the human forearm.18

Previously, we explored two approaches to data calibration
Two-dimensional~2-D! experiments involving sources and
detectors confined to a single circular ring have employed
so-called calibration tool consisting of a clear resin cylinder in
which a small scattering target is embedded, attached to a
optical fiber. The ring is placed around the tool, with the targe
centered in the plane of the ring. As described by Hillman
et al.,19 the tool is used for two tasks known as the source and
detector calibrations:~1! calibration for differences in source
fiber properties is achieved by illuminating the target with
each source in turn, with a single detector coupled to the
target, and~2! the variation in detector characteristics is cali-
brated by delivering a beam of pulses to the target and co
lecting the emitted light with each detector bundle. Finally, an
absolute calibration measurement is obtained that involves re
cording a single TPSF when just one source is connecte
directly to one detector. A combination of the three calibration
measurements is sufficient to perform a full temporal calibra
tion of experimental data acquired with the system. However
a major drawback of this approach is the requirement to fre
quently transfer the sources and detectors from the object un
der investigation to the calibration phantom, and back again
If the object does not have the same geometry as the calibr
tion phantom, this transfer could become particularly time
consuming, and would therefore undermine the effort to cali-
brate for any temporal instability of the system.

The second approach to calibration was to employ a refer
ence phantom, which has the same geometry as the object
interest but is homogenous with known optical properties. In
this case, the holder containing all the sources and detectors
transferred from the object to the homogenous phantom. Iden
tical measurements are performed on each, and images a
reconstructed using relative rather than absolute datatypes. N
other calibration is required. Although the method is appli-
cable to sources and detectors in any configuration, it has tw
drawbacks. First, it is still necessary to physically transfer the
sources and detectors back and forth relatively frequently t
ensure good temporal calibration. And second, provision of a
reference phantom for an arbitrary geometry is not trivial.
These drawbacks are likely to be of particular significance
when obtaining data from the heads of premature infants in
intensive care, the principal clinical target for which MON-
STIR was designed. In the following section, an alternative
88 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 1
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method of temporal calibration is introduced that does
require the use of a reference phantom, and can be perfor
frequently with the sources and detectorsin situ on the surface
of the object.

2 Method
A new method of calibrating time resolved data acquired
ing MONSTIR was inspired by an approach reported by E
et al.7 They describe a 64-channel time-resolved optical i
aging system that employs detector fiber bundles into wh
single-source fibers have been integrated. The source fibe
into the center of the bundle irradiates the object, while
surrounding fibers collect the diffusely reflected light. T
investigators report that they use the ‘‘detected reflected li
pulse directly from the object surface . . . todefine the time of
the pulse incidence.’’ This involves an implicit assumptio
that the measurement of the time of arrival of the bac
reflected pulse is a good approximation for the mean fli
time measured if the source and detector were held in con
If a similar assumption can be made for the entire shape of
TPSF, then applying this method to MONSTIR would provi
a means of acquiring 32 absolute calibrations. A full calib
tion of the imaging system could then be achieved by p
forming just one other measurement: a source calibration
ing the calibration tool, which accounts for the differences
the lengths and dispersing properties of the source fibers.
tunately these properties do not change over the duration o
experiment, or, unless fibers are repaired or replaced, o
periods between experiments. Therefore the source calibra
measurement may be acquired only occasionally. The c
brated TPSF for sourcei and detectorj , I i , j , can then be
acquired from the measured TPSFMi , j as follows:

I i , j5~Mi , j * Sj ! ^ ~Aj * Si !, ~1!

where Sm represents a source calibration measurement
sourcem, An represents an absolute calibration measurem
for sourcen and detectorn coupled together,* represents a
convolution operation, and̂ represents a deconvolution op
eration. These operations can either be performed for en
TPSFs using an appropriate Fourier transform based a
rithm, or for specific datatypes, as described by Hillm
et al.19

Coupling the MONSTIR sources and detectors was fac
tated by the design of a connector that holds the source fi
and detector bundle in contact with the patient or phantom.
shown in Figure 1, the source fiber and detector bundle
held at a distance of about 10 mm from the tissue surface
the top of a hollow cylinder with a internal diameter of 6 mm
The detector consists of a 2.5 mm diameter bundle of fib
each with a numerical aperture~NA! of 0.21. The source fiber
is oriented at an angle of 12 deg so that the center of the b
emitted from the fiber coincides with the center of the co
nector aperture. Both are held in position using small g
screws. The angular divergence of the beam is dictated by
NA of the fiber ~0.275!. Note that illuminating the whole ap
erture enables a larger laser power to be used without exc
ing recommended safety limits for skin irradiance. The co
nector is constructed from black, near-IR-absorbing plasti

In principle, the absolute calibration measurements are
tained by illuminating each source in turn, and measuring
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Fig. 1 Connector that couples a detector fiber bundle and a single-
source fiber to the tissue surface.
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light reflected at the surface of the object using the corre
sponding detector. The illuminating power is attenuated for
this measurement to a few picowatts~or a few tens of millions
of photons per second!. After further reduction due to the
detection efficiency of the system, this provides a few thou-
sand detected counts per second, depending on the reflectiv
of the surface.

In practice, this method of measuring the absolute tempo
ral response corresponding to a given source-detector pair r
quires two assumptions to be made. First, that the light ente
ing the detector bundle uses the same transmission modes
the fibers as those used by diffuse light detected during a
imaging experiment. This can reasonably be assumed if th
surface is a diffuse reflector. Second, that the detected sign
is dominated by reflection occurring at a flat air/object bound-
ary, and is not significantly influenced by scattering within
tissue beneath the surface. According to a study of the optic
of human skin by Anderson and Parrish,20 at the near-normal
angle of incidence around 5% of the light is reflected due to
the change in refractive index between air and stratum cor
neum. They also estimate that a further 5% is re-emitted b
scattering within the epidermis, and smaller fractions by scat
y

-
-
in

l

ter within deeper tissues. Re-emitted scattered light will ob
ously broaden the temporal distribution of the detected lig
and will influence the accuracy of the absolute calibration

The experimental data types we most commonly emplo
for image reconstruction were the first two temporal m
ments: mean and variance. Consequently, our assessme
the method of calibration focused on its ability to provid
accurately calibrated values of these specific datatypes. A
liminary experimental assessment of the connector design
made using MONSTIR and a single source-detector pair.
connector was placed at five different sites on the arms of
volunteers, and the backreflected TPSFs were recorded u
pulses at a wavelength of 800 nm. A set of measureme
were also made on the surface of an unpolished, diffus
reflecting aluminum plate, and on the flat surface of a so
tissue-equivalent phantom with known optical propert
~transport scatter coefficientms851.0 mm21, absorption coef-
ficient ma50.01 mm21). The ~uncalibrated! intensity, mean
time and variance of each TPSF were calculated. Tabl
shows the average values of intensity divided by the va
measured for the aluminum plate, and the average value
mean and variance after subtraction of the corresponding p
measurements. The calculated standard deviations for
measurement are also indicated.

Although the intensity of the reflected light was observ
to vary considerably, the temporal moments measured on
arm revealed no obvious influence on skin pigmentat
~melanin content!, amount or color of hair, or location on th
arm. The mean flight time for the arm are consistently b
tween 10 and 20 ps longer than the value recorded on
aluminum plate, and the variance a few thousand squared
coseconds greater. The differences exhibited for the s
phantom are somewhat larger, indicating a greater contr
tion from re-emitted scattered light. To provide a more rigo
ous assessment of the degree to which the optical prope
of media affect the data types measured using the connec
a Monte Carlo model was employed, as described in the
lowing section.

3 Monte Carlo Model
A sophisticated Monte Carlo model developed at the Univ
sity of Florence has been widely validated using both exp
Table 1 Experimental measurements of intensity ratio and mean time and variance differences using a
single source-detector pair.

Surface Intensity Ratio Mean Time Difference (ps) Variance Difference (31000 ps2)

Aluminum plate 1 0 0

Arm (volunteer 1) 0.5560.15 1365 3.361.1

Arm (volunteer 2) 0.7060.13 1067 3.162.1

Arm (volunteer 3) 0.5560.18 1564 3.262.2

Arm (volunteer 4) 0.4960.22 1962 4.262.5

Arm (volunteer 5) 0.4960.17 1762 3.462.4

Solid phantom 0.5060.14 3165 5.263.0
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 1 89
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Table 2 Values of relative intensity, mean time, and variance derived from simulations using a variety of surface optical properties.

ma (mm21) ms8 (mm21) g n Intensity Ratio
Mean Time

Difference (ps) Variance Difference (31000 ps2)

Lambertian surface 1 0 0

0.01 1 0.9 1.4 0.71 10.4 2.59

0.01 2 0.9 1.4 0.88 13.3 3.28

0.01 8 0.9 1.4 1.19 14.4 3.68

0.001 1 0.9 1.4 0.73 14.6 5.34

0.005 1 0.9 1.4 0.72 12.4 3.85

0.01 1 0.9 1.4 0.71 10.4 2.86

0.05 1 0.9 1.4 0.66 5.8 1.11

0.1 1 0.9 1.4 0.63 3.8 0.66
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mental data and analytical models of photon migration.21 A
two-layer slab model was employed to simulate the precis
geometry and properties of the connector, as shown in Figur
1. The source is modeled as an emitter of instantaneous puls
of light with a Gaussian intensity profile having a standard
deviation of 5.3 deg. The detector is assumed to measure th
time-resolved signal with perfect temporal resolution and
100% efficiency for all photons arriving within an angle of
12.1 deg to the normal of the bundle surface. The sides of th
holder are assumed to be perfectly absorbing. The top laye
was assigned the following properties:thickness510 mm,re-
fractive indexn51, and ma5ms850. The bottom layer was
assigned a variety of values ofma , ms8 , n, and mean cosine
of scatterg. The surfaces are assumed to be perfectly smoot
and Fresnel reflection is included.

Photons were launched from the source fiber onto the su
face of the medium, and TPSFs were generated using the fir
60,000 re-emitted or reflected photons received by the detec
tor bundle. The mean flight time and variance of each TPSF
were computed using all photons detected over a time win
dow of 720 ps~which includes 99.9% of all detected pho-
tons!. A simulation was also performed for a nontransmitting,
diffusely reflecting surface, where the angular distribution of
back-reflected intensity is according to Lambert’s cosine law
The shot noise on the TPSFs contributes an uncertainty i
mean time and variance estimates of approximately 0.5 ps an
100 ps2, respectively. Results obtained for various combina-
tions of ma andms8 are summarized in Table 2.

The values of intensity, mean time, and variance are cal
culated relative to the values obtained for the Lambertian sur
face, where no penetration occurs. For the penetrable su
faces, increases in both datatypes are observed as absorpt
decreases and as scatter increases. For typical tissue opti
properties(ms8'1.0 mm21 andma'0.01 mm21) the simula-
tion predicts that the mean time and variance will be around
10 ps and2600 ps2 greater than those values for a Lambertian
surface, respectively. These differences are reasonably cons
tent with those observed between the arm and the aluminum
plate measurements. There are two major causes of the o
90 Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 1
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served smaller fraction of light detected from the surface
the arm than from the simulated surfaces. First, the unp
ished aluminum plate will not represent a perfect Lambert
reflector. Second, and more important, the surface of ski
not perfectly smooth and therefore reflected light is likely
be more isotropic.

It is interesting to note that the differences between a
measurements and phantom measurements are signific
greater than those observed between modeled surfaces o
very large range of optical properties. Further simulations
dicated that this disparity could not be accounted for by
differences in either the refractive index or mean cosine
scatter. Instead, it appears likely that this is due to the v
different surface textures. The machined surfaces of ep
resin phantoms are quite rough and pitted on a microsco
scale, and this possibly enables the light to couple into
resin more easily, leading to larger values of mean and v
ance, and smaller values of intensity. Overall, the combina
of experiments and simulations suggests that surface textu
probably a more dominant factor in the determination of me
time and variance than the optical properties of the surfac

4 Imaging Experiment
To assess the practical implementation and effectivenes
the calibration method, it was tested using a phantom that
successfully imaged previously, as described in detail by H
den et al.15 The solid tissue-equivalent phantom consists o
cylindrical block, 85 mm in length and 70 mm in diamete
The block has a transport scatter coefficient ofms851.0
60.02 mm21 and an absorption coefficient ofma50.01
60.002 mm21 at a wavelength of 800 nm. Embedded alo
the length of the phantom are three rods with coefficie
having the following relative values:~1! 5ms8 andma , ~2! ms8
and5ma , and~3! 2ms8 and2ma . Each rod is 8 mm in diam-
eter, and located 15 mm from the central axis of the phant
A black plastic ring was constructed to fit around the circu
ference of the phantom and hold 16 connectors in contact w
the surface at regular intervals around the ring.
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Fig. 2 Reconstructed maps of (a) absorption and (b) scatter and (c) the
cross section of the solid phantom indicating the location of embed-
ded rods of contrasting optical properties.
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The imaging experiment involved illuminating the source
in each connector in turn, and measuring the correspondin
TPSFs. The automated acquisition procedure adjusted ea
VOA to ensure that the photon count rates for each detecto
did not exceed around33105 photons/ps. Because of the
very high signal detected for the shortest source-detecto
separations, the detector connected to the source, and tw
detectors on either side, were deactivated by switching th
VOAs to zero transmission. Data were recorded by each ac
tivated detector simultaneously for 15 s for each source pos
tion, and the resulting16311 TPSFswere stored on the sys-
tem PC. The mean source power was 50 mW at a waveleng
of 800 nm. The total duration of the experiment was a little
less than 5 min. Immediately before and after the experimen
the new calibration method was performed, which involved
attenuating the source power to a few picowatts, opening eac
VOA, and sequentially measuring the back-reflected light
within each connector. A single-source calibration measure
ment was also acquired by placing the ring around the cali
bration phantom already described.

Recorded TPSFs were calibrated using Eq.~1!, and the
values of mean time and variance were extracted. The TOAS
reconstruction algorithm was then employed to derive image
from these data using the same finite-element mesh and p
rameters employed for a previous experiment involving the
same phantom, reported elsewhere.15 However, on this occa-
sion a routine correction was made to the data to reduce th
significance of artifact resulting from the use of a 2-D recon-
struction algorithm, as described by Hillman et al.19 After 12
iterations, TOAST produced the two images shown in Figure
2, representing the absorbing and scattering properties withi
the plane containing the ring of sources and detectors. Als
shown is an illustration that indicates where the three embed
ded rods intersect this plane. The reconstructed images sho
the rods in the expected positions, and the scattering and a
sorbing properties are successfully resolved, with little
crosstalk. The apparent contrast of the rods is considerab
less than the true contrast, due to several factors, including th
simplistic use of a 2-D algorithm, and the finite spatial reso-
lution.

While it is evident that the new calibration method can
produce images that are qualitatively correct, it is desirable to
establish to what extent residual error between the calibrate
values of the data types and the true values influences th
reconstructed images. The data reported in Table 1 sugge
that absolute calibration measurements involving epoxy resi
phantoms are likely to produce an overestimate of true mea
h
r
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o

-

h

,

h

-

-
w
-

e

e
t

time and variance by around 30 ps and5000 ps2, respectively.
Thus new images were reconstructed after the calibrated
ues of these data types were reduced by these amounts
images were qualitatively almost indistinguisable from tho
shown in Figure 2, but corresponded to values ofma a few
percent larger and values ofms8 a few percent smaller.

5 Discussion
The use of the connectors described here provides sev
significant benefits. First, they enable source fibers to be w
drawn from the surface to illuminate larger areas, and t
enable a greater laser power to be used without excee
recommended safety limits for skin irradiance. Second,
creasing the illumination area also reduces the dependenc
measurements on small-scale irregularities at the surf
which benefits the reconstruction algorithm. Third, the co
nectors are easier to manipulate and occupy less surface
than single fibers and fiber bundles, enabling more to
coupled to the surface of a neonatal head, for example.
finally, most significant of all, the connectors provide a mea
of frequently measuring the temporal characteristics of
imaging systemin situ during an experiment or clinical study
and therefore facilitate a more accurate calibration. The s
cess of the demonstrated calibration method has encour
us to replace our separate source fibers and detector bu
with 32 integrated bundles, where each source fiber is
ranged along the central axis of the bundle of detector fib
which makes connector design and fiber manipulation e
simpler.

The Monte Carlo simulations demonstrated that opti
properties of the medium have a limited effect on the me
and variance data types, although the comparison with exp
mental values suggests that surface texture is potential
more dominant factor, which was not accounted for in t
simulation. Nevertheless, experiments and simulations b
indicate that this method of determining an absolute calib
tion of the imaging system will provide overestimates of bo
data types. Furthermore, this overestimation is likely to
significantly larger for epoxy resin phantoms than for re
tissue.

The reconstruction of the cross section of the solid ph
tom demonstrated the effectiveness of the calibration meth
The images shown in Figure 2 exhibit good separation
tween absorption and scattering properties, although the o
cal coefficients of the embedded rods were not recovered
curately. The lack of quantitative accuracy whe
reconstructing small features~i.e., smaller than the spatia
resolution limit! is an inherent problem with low-resolutio
imaging methods such as optical tomography. Pogue et22

demonstrated a regularization method that yields gre
quantitative accuracy for discrete objects within an otherw
uniform region, but it is not evident whether this approach c
be applied to media having an arbitrary distribution of optic
properties. Our attempt to adjust the data to account for
expected errors in mean time and variance resulting from
calibration method indicated a surprising lack of sensitivity
constant offsets in either data type. Recently reported
experiments revealed that the ability to image small inhom
geneities embedded within tissue-like phantoms relies on
termining mean time values with an accuracy of a few tens
Journal of Biomedical Optics d January 2003 d Vol. 8 No. 1 91
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Hebden et al.
picoseconds.16 However, assuming each absolute calibration
gives an overestimation by the same small amount, it is un
likely that image contrast will be strongly affected, although
the optical properties derived from the reconstruction will be
somewhat distorted. The effect of the calibration error would
be more severe if the offsets in mean time and variance wer
different for each source-detector pair, and potentially this
could occur if the illuminated tissue beneath each connecto
had very different optical characteristics. However, if the data
types must be ascertained with greater accuracy, perfect r
flection could be guaranteed by employing a reflecting surfac
directly beneath the connectors. This could be achieved, pe
haps, by temporarily placing a layer of tape over the connec
tor apertures on the inside of the fiber holder.
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